
Proposal
Fridge Witch



Rationale

I‘ve chosen the opportunity to create a recipe app.. because I 
am really into cooking. And experienced the issue of feeding
yourself as a past student. When you move into your first
apartment, there is usually less space for equipment. Barely
money. And last, but not least, missing skills that keep you
away of the oven. Cooking seems to be time consuming and 
annoying. But doesn‘t have to be. 

I‘m considering a cooperation with GU. 
A German publisher offering a cook
book series for lazy people. 



Kitchen stories
..Anyone can cook..



Key 
objectives

When Verena and Mengting, the founders of Kitchen stories, 
were studying , they longed for delicious, but also quickly
prepared food. Hence, they looked out for instruction, but 
failed with the result.. and the idea of an own service was 
born. In 2014. It should contain

• as much images as possible,

• step by step tutorials and 

• a worldwide community to discuss with. Or just to share
the experiences made so far.

Get ready to prepare yourself a 
delicious, daily meal.
By guidance though visual tutorials.



Overall 
strategy

The decision for a homepage and an app is obvious, I guess, 
since a remote cooking course should be launched. And 
there‘s barely space left in the kitchen for usual. Happily, the
iOS version, that was published first, won a prize shortly. And 
besides the developement of an Android version, social media
marketing took place. Especially on Pinterest as an visual
platform. Furthermore, the founders could arrange a 
cooperation with BSH, a company that produces kitchen
appliances. That‘s why the app can be offered for free. 

Note, both women finished with a 
bachelors degree in business
administration. 



And the number of users increases especially in China. The 
origin of Mengting. Last, but not least: Covid-19 pushed the
climb of Kitches stories so that Google Play Store displays
more downloads in the meanwhile than Apple Store. Beyond, 
Verena and Mengting started with sharing the gathered
experiences by their own agency, called Kitchen stories+. 
Means, they also discovered a new target group.





Market 
advantage

In general, users have the possibility to filter, like and rate the
provided content. But, compared to other recipe apps, Kitchen 
stories specializes on conveying basic skills of cooking and the
culture around: What to buy in spring? Or how to pimp basic
sauces? It‘ll guide you from your very first steps..supported by detailed videos



Marketing 
profile

• there is a CTA to apply for their newsletter

• Kitchen stories have their own homepage, a facebook site
AND participate in several social media channels

• Winner of Apple‘s Design Award

• I could also imagine an accompanying book
The concept adresses young people that
recently left their parents‘ home.



SWOT 
analysis

Strengths: Explanation of basic skills, i. e. how to cut an onion

Weaknesses: Users complain about missing AI

Opportunities: Cooperate even more with investors to improve
the apps functionality

Threats: Falling quality through user generated content
remembers at a cooking course





UX 
analysis

• Layout: mainly consists on tiles representing various dishes

• Interface: High quality images and lots of whitespace
animate to scroll through the page that ends up with the
invitation to sign up for a newsletter.

• Navigation structure: The navigation bar on the top is a bit
confusing, cause the categories to filter recipes are NOT 
reachable within the archive. Users have to change site. 

The app also includes a possibility to
create your individual shopping list.



Forks over knives
..stay healthy due to a plant based nutrition..



Key 
objectives

Once, Brian Wendel tried a plant based nutrition on himself, 
he got thrilled.. and wanted to share his experience on well-
being. Thus, he gathered tons of information to produce a 
documentary that a) confirms his success and b) implements
him as a role model. 

Take care on yourself by joining me. 
You‘re worth it.



Overall 
strategy

A hype was arisen in the US, so that the founder could move
on with an app. To support his followers participating. News 
are reporting regularly about the project. Furthermore, the
movie established in the google search as well as on amazon, 
so that the incomes ensure the founder‘s livelihood. 
Nevertheless, it‘s an individual matter that needs much effort
to convince. And adapt.

The topic affects also vegans.





Market 
advantage

The commuity is involved by sharing its own success stories. 
Thereby, feelings of closeness may appear and motivate to
take on this life changing journey. A challenge. Cause it needs
discipline that is not usual at these days. But.. you can
subscripe for a remote cooking course as well as for a 
mealplanner. And, a shop is developed to ease the purchase of
particular ingredients.

Within a team, improvements would be
possible. 



Marketing 
profile

• it‘s all about the life changing story of Brian Wendel

• f. ex. books and magazines are published

• the app makes use of a freemium model -> potential user
need a strong will

• there are give aways placed on the homepage
Users complain about the content
provided compared to the costs. 





SWOT 
analysis

Strengths: optimized for daily life, i. e. the meal planner

Weaknesses: beginners could be overwhelmed by incredients
and their preparation

Opportunities: for the moment, nutrition exists as a lifestyle

Threats: as personality you can be loved or hated
• lots of entertainment needed



UX 
analysis

• Usability: when flipping the device, you get step by step
instructions (+) for the meal you‘re working on, filters
aren‘t working reliably (-)

• Compatibility: issues when loading in Android

• Layout: the logo highlights the founder‘s personality that
should be adapted by the user, bright, engaging colors, 
quality shown by the filter used for images

• remembers at a playground


